A hyponormal operator is normal if it commutes with a contraction T of a Hubert space, whose powers go to zero strongly, such that 1 -T*T has finite-dimensional range and the coefficients of the characteristic function of T lie in a commutative C*-algebra. The hyponormal operator is a constant multiple of the identity transformation if the rank of 1-T*T is one.
Introduction* Let T be a completely nonunitary contraction on Hubert space such that 1 -T*T has closed range. There exists a power series B(z) = ΣB n z n with operator coefficients which converges and is bounded by one in the unit disk such that T is unitarily equivalent to the difference-quotient transformation in the de Branges-Rovnyak space 3f(B) [1, Theorem 4] . The characteristic function B{z) is said to be of scalar type if {B n : n ^> 0} is a commuting family of normal operators. Inner functions of scalar type were introduced and characterized in [10] . In this paper, it is shown that if {B n : n = 0, --,N} is a commuting family of normal operators, then polynomials p(Γ) in Γ of degree at most ΛΓ (weak limits of polynomials in T if B(z) is of scalar type) which satisfy \\p(T)f\\ | |p(T)*/H for every / in the range of 1 -T*T are restrictions of operators which commute with some completely nonunitary, partially isometric extension of T and which satisfy a corresponding property. The construction is made in the space &{z M B) for a given positive integer M, and is a modification of an extension procedure of de Branges [1, Theorem 9] .
An operator X on Hubert space is called hyponormal if \\Xf\\ | |X*/ϋ f or every vector /. It is well-known [8] that if X is a hyponormal contraction with no isometric part such that the rank of 1 -X*X is finite, then X must be a normal operator acting on a finite-dimensional space. To ensure normality, the finite-rank hypothesis may not be replaced by a trace-class condition: for 0 < p < oo, the weighted shift with weights {(1 -λj 1/2 : n ^ 0} where {X n } is a p-summable sequence of real numbers with the property that 0 < λ Λ ^ λ^-i <^ l(n = 1, 2, •) is a hyponormal, nonnormal contraction X with no isometric part such that 1 -X*X is in the Schatten-von Neumann class <^p.
A consequence of the above result in conjunction with the lifting theorems of Sarason [9] and Sz.-Nagy-Foias [11] is that if T is a finite direct sum of K contractions T jf whose powers tend strongly 308 JAMES GUYKER to zero, such that the rank of 1 -T*T 3 is one, and if X is any operator which commutes with T and satisfies ||X/|| ^ || X*f\\ for all / in the range of 1 -T* T, then X is normal with spectrum consisting of at most K points. In particular, the only hyponormal operators commuting with the restriction of the backward shift to an invariant subspace are scalar multiples of the identity.
I am grateful to Professor Louis de Branges for several invaluable suggestions concerning this paper.
l Preliminaries* For a fixed Hubert space ^, the space ^{z) is the Hubert space of power series f(z) = Σa n z n with coefficients in 9f such that ||/(z)|| 2 = Σ\a n \ 2 is finite. Let B(z) = ΣB n z n be a power series whose coefficients are operators on <g% and suppose that for each fixed z in the unit disk the series converges, in the strong operator topology, to an operator which is bounded by one. For f(z) = Σa n z* in <gf(z), the Cauchy product B(z)f(z) = Σ(Σt=*B k a n -k )z n is in ^(z) and defines an operator bounded by one, which will be denoted by T B9 on <g*(z). The series B(z) is an inner function if T B is a partial isometry.
The de Branges-Rovnyak space 3ίf{B) is the Hubert space of
is finite, where the supremum is taken over all elements g(z) of ( [1] , [2] , [3] 
The difference-quotient transformation defined on έ%f(B) is a canonical model for contractions T on Hubert space with no isometric part (i.e., there is no nonzero vector / such that ||Γ /|| = 11/11 for every n = 1, 2, --).
The operator #(0)* on 3if{B) is related to R(0) on 3ί?(p*) where B*(z) = ΣB n z n if B(z) = ΣB n z n and J5 W is the adjoint of B % on <gf. The space 2f{β) is the Hubert space of pairs (/(#), 0(3)) in £έf(B) and flr(«) in £ίf(B*) such that if #(z) -Σa n z n then belongs to £l?(β) for every w = 1, 2, , and
The difference-quotient transformation
defined on ^(β) is a canonical model for completely nonunitary contractions T on Hubert space (i.e., there is no nonzero vector / such that ||Γ /|| = Il/H = ||T* /|| for every n = 1, 2,
and satisfies \\D*(
If D on 3f{β) has no isometric part, then D is unitarily equivalent to ϋ?(0) on 3ίf(β).
The space £&(B) is a Hubert space with a reproducing kernel function: for every c in ^ and w in the unit disk, the pairs 
Multiplication by A is therefore defined on a dense subspace of 34f{β) and has a continuous extension to all of Sίfiβ).
Furthermore, since Sίf{B) is continuously embedded in ^(#), the extension coincides with the restriction of T A to 3(?{J$). Similarly, multiplication by A is an operator on βίf(β) 9 and is the adjoint of multiplication by A since for every f(z) and g(z) in 3(?{β),
The lemma now follows from the definition of the norm in &{JS) and the polarization identity.
The following result generalizes a direct consequence of Lemma 1. The convention Σ*( ) -0 when s < r is observed. 
The identity now follows for X and Y by linearity and conjugation of inner products.
Similarly, the identity holds for X* and Y* polynomials in D since
, JV, and if X is a polynomial of scalar type in the differencequotient transformation D in 3f{β) of degree at most N whose coefficients commute with B n for every n, then the following identity holds for every c in ^:
&{B)
Proof Let X = ΣJ> A n D% and let B n and ϋΓ(0, z)c be defined as in Lemma 2. Let &~ be the family of transformations T in 3f{B) which satisfy {B) for every c in <&*. By Fuglede's theorem [4] , A n commutes with B m for every m, and hence by Lemma 1, multiplication by A n is a normal operator on 3f{JB). Moreover, A n D n is in &~ for every n = 0, , N f since
Next, observe that if S and T belong to J^, then S + T belongs to ^~ if and only if
for every c in if. For m ^ 1, let S = ^L^" and Γ = ^m +M Z> m+B . By the difference-quotient identity and polarization,
Similarly, 
LEMMA 4. If B(z) is of scalar type, then the identity in Lemma 3 holds for weak limits X of sequences of polynomials in the difference-quotient transformation D whose coefficients lie in a (fixed) commutative G*-algebra containing the coefficients of B(z).
Proof, As in the proof of Lemma 3, the identity (2.1) holds whenever S and T are polynomials of scalar type in D whose coefficients commute with the coefficients of B(z). It follows that (2.1) holds for S an arbitrary such polynomial in D and T = X> and subsequently for S = T = X. Therefore X satisfies the identity of Lemma 3. REMARK 1. By Lemma 4 and Sarason's theorem [9] , if the coefficient space ^ is one-dimensional and B(z) is inner, then the identity in Lemma 3 holds for arbitrary operators X commuting with D. This is false for spaces ^ of higher dimension, as the following example shows. By the definitions of the norms in Sίf{β) and 3Γ{β\ it follows that the transformation
The minimal decomposition of (u(z), v(z)) with respect to £& (&) Since V, W, X, λ, and minimal decompositions are linear, it follows that Y is linear. Moreover, Y is continuous since V, W, X, and λ are continuous and
\\(u{z), V{Z))\\% {Z M B) = \\(f(z), g(z))\\% {B)
By a straightforward computation, and therefore
VY(u(z), v(z)) -V*WDX(f(z), g(z))
+ Σ 1 V i+ι WX( o \ M-l 0 Also by [1, Theorem 5(D)], the minimal decomposition of V(u(z), v(z)) in &(z M B) is obtained with ) f g(z)) in &(B) and COMMUTING HYPONORMAL OPERATORS 317 in &r(z M ). Therefore YV(uz), v(z)) = VY{u{z), v{z)) since X commutes with D. Since , z M g(z)) = (f(z) + B(z) 0 9 z M g(z) + 0) is
\\Y(u(z), V(Z))\UM B) ^ \\Y*(u(z), v{z))\\ mz M B)
for every (u(z), v(z) for all (u(z), viz)) in F*' 7~] ker F, and, since F* JΓ~1 ker F is a finitedimensional invariant subspace for Y*, we have that F* J " 1 kerF reduces Y as above, and the restriction Z r/ of Y to F* /~1 ker F is normal.
Clearly
Next, ^j reduces Y and F|^v is normal since <g*> = ker F*Π F* 7~' ker F is a finite-dimensional invariant subspace of Y* f and the restriction of F* to F* J~1 ker F is normal. Finally, £ίfj reduces Y and F|^ J is normal since V ic^j ii = 0, , J -1) is a finite-dimensional invariant subspace of F which is contained in F* jr " ί " 1 ker F, and the restriction of F to F* / "" < " 1 ker F is normal. By Theorem 1, X is unitarily equivalent to a part of an operator Y on £$(zB) which commutes with V and satisfies
\\Y(u{z), v{z))\\ mzB) ^ \\Y*(u(z), v(z))\\ mzB)
for all (u(z), v(z) ) in the kernel of V. Moreover, the kernel of V reduces Y and p( Y)ker V = {0} for some nonzero polynomial p(z) of degree at most the dimension of ^.
Since V has no isometric part, &{zB) is the closed span of the subspaces F*"ker V (n = 0, 1, •)• Therefore, since p(Y*) commutes with F* w , p(Y) = 0 and hence
Suppose that X is a nonconstant, scalar type polynomial in D of degree at most N. By the above, q(D) = 0 for some scalar type polynomial q(z) of degree at most JVx dim ^. Since D has no isometric part, D is unitarily equivalent to R(0) on βέ? (B) . Since any countable family of commuting normal operators on a finite-dimensional space has a common eigenvector, g(i2(0))( = 0) is the restriction of an operator on &{z) of the form Σf imίr 0^(i2(O),) where q t (z) is a scalar polynomial of degree at most Nx dim & and 22(0), is the difference-quotient transformation on ^(2) where ^ is onedimensional. Since the eigenspace corresponding to an eigenvalue of 12(0)4 is one-dimensional, and since the dimension of the kernel of a finite product of operators does not exceed the sum of the dimensions of the kernels of the factors, it follows that the dimension of (and hence of &{&)) does not exceed iVx (dim <if ) 2 . If K -1, then by Sarason's theorem [9] , X is the weak limit of a sequence of polynomials in i2(0); and hence by [3, Theorem 13] and Theorem 2, X is a scalar multiple of the identity.
Assume that the theorem is true for the difference-quotient transformations in spaces SίfiB) of the form 2ί?{B) = Σί Θ ^^Φs) for all integers L, 1 ^ L < K, where the δ/s are scalar inner functions. Let X commute with 22(0) on ^(J3) = Σί θ ^Φi) and satisfy ||X/(z)|| ^ ||X*/(z)ll for every f(z) in the range ofan operator on <if(s) = Σίθ^ (z) of the form (T$ i4 ) κxκ where ςr, is the space of complex numbers and φ iS {z) is a bounded analytic (scalar) function on the unit disk for all i and j. Moreover, since 3f?(β) is invariant under (T* i3 ) KXK Σίί; W/tMW -Σ
i=2 \j=l j=2
The above inequalities are therefore equalities and in particular for every i = 1, , K. Therefore by (3.1) and the case K = 1, the restriction of T% u to <%fφϊ) is a scalar λ M times the identity for every i = 1, , ίΓ, and consequently X = (\j) K χκ Suppose first that 3ff$ύ -Sif(b 3 ) for all i and j. In this case, the range of 1 -R(β)*R(0) reduces X, and since it is finite-dimensional and the restriction of X to it is hyponormal, it follows that II* -1*1 on the range of 1 -R(0)*R(0).
Let h(z) be an arbitrary element of 3ίf{B). Then h{z) is the limit of a sequence of vectors of the form ^S R(0γ 3 f ά {z) where f ό (z) is in the range of 1 -J2(O)*i2(O) for every j. Since XX* and X*X commute with #(0)* y , we have that XX*ft(z) = X*Xh(z). Hence X is normal.
Let λi, , λjc be the eigenvalues of the restriction of X to the range of 1 -R(0)*R(0), listed according to multiplicity, and let τ] 3 = V{f(z) 6 3f?(β)\ Xf(z) = Xjf(z)}. Since X is normal, if λ* ^ λ, , then r] ί is orthogonal to Ύ) ά . Moreover, since R(Q) has no isometric part and Xi?(0)* = R(0)*X, it follows that S(f{β) -V{^, : i = 1, --,K}. Therefore, X is diagonalizable with sp(X) = {λ^ : j = 1, , K}. Finally, suppose that 3(?Q)ύ Φ 3(fQ>ϊ) for at least one pair (i, j). There exists a space β^(b iQ ) which is minimal in the sense that for every i either ^(δj = ^^(δ ίo ) or ^^(δ<) is not contained in ^(6 <0 ). Let i2 be the set of indices i such that £^(b % ) = ^^(6 lo ). Then Ω Φ {1, , if} by assumption, and for every ί in β and i not in i2, 
HΩ
Therefore, x iS -0 = X H for every i in Ω and j not in β. It follows that the space Σie^Θ^X&i) reduces X, that the restriction of X to this space satisfies the induction hypothesis and hence is normal with spectrum consisting of at most card Ω points. Similarly, the restriction of X to Σi^Θ^^(&i) is normal with spectrum at most K -card Ω points, and consequently X is normal with spectrum at most K points. Proof. Since any countable family of commuting normal operators on a finite-dimensional space has a common eigenvector, it follows that 3ί{B) -Σi im^Θ -^(^ ) where b s (z) is a scalar inner function for all j. Corollary 2 is therefore an immediate consequence of Theorem 3. REMARK 2. The analytic Toeplitz operator T ψ on ^{z) with & one-dimensional, for the symbol φ{z) an inner function, is a universal model for unilateral shifts. Therefore, the restriction of T$ to an arbitrary invariant subspace is a canonical model for contractions whose powers tend strongly to zero. A consequence of Corollary 2 is that the restriction of T* to an arbitrary invariant subspace of the backward shift Γ* is never hyponormal (i.e., only if it is a scalar times the identity).
